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INTRODUCTION

The Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), California’s largest electric utility, is in bankruptcy for the second time in 20 years. It filed this time in January of 2019, after its flagging power lines sparked over a dozen wildfires and over a hundred deaths, as well as hundreds of thousands of home evacuations and billions of dollars in damages. This year, its power lines caused more fires and more deaths, and the company began rolling blackouts to prevent continued casualties and costs. The blackouts have kept millions of Bay Area customers in the dark, often for days at a time. Thus a once-stodgy utility company, one that provides power to one out of every twenty Americans, has become a high-risk, low-reward business, with dire consequences for people of California.

Why has PG&E gone so wrong? Specifically, why has the backbone of PG&E’s electric grid, its transmission and distribution lines, become a literal live-wire threat to the state, one which often has be turned off? There is plenty of blame to go around, including poor forestry practices by state and federal agencies,1 higher temperatures caused by climate change,2 and simple bad practices by PG&E itself.3

Yet a major reason for PG&E’s debacle is that state and federal electric regulators have not incentivized PG&E to improve safety or efficiency. Regulators have demanded billions of dollars in new transmission investment, but they have not focused on delivering cheap and effective electricity to California’s citizens. Even worse, they have ignored alternative models in other countries that have allowed utilities to absorb both the upsides and downsides to investment, and which could have created safe and affordable electricity for customers.

At the same time as regulators have de-incentivized needed repairs, they have increased liabilities for the simple act of delivering power, whether or not a company maintains its wires properly. Instead of finding other means to prevent and limit fire damage from live wires, regulators and PG&E have settled for the unnecessary default of just cutting off power entirely.

PG&E’s odd responses to criticism of its electric grid reveal why the system needs to change. When the Wall Street Journal wrote an article on collapsing, century-old electric lines and towers, PG&E argued that one of those towers “was not slated for work” and that work on another “was not maintenance related.”4 In other words, the Journal was wrong to even imply that PG&E planned to repair these lines. Why is this considered a defense? Because electric utility regulators, and not PG&E, decide what maintenance “plans” PG&E should carry out, and these power-line repairs were not among them. There is a better, incentives-driven model, one that forces utilities like PG&E to respond to customer demands for safe electricity, and that imposes appropriate liabilities for failure to do so.

---


But first we have to explain why we ended up with our current, failing model.

CALIFORNIA’S GRID: GOLD-PLATED AND COLLAPSING

Regulation of California’s electric grid is divided and confusing, and this is part of the problem. The Federal Electric Regulatory Commission (FERC) supervises the highest-voltage “transmission lines,” which for PG&E means long-distance lines over 60 kilovolts. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) supervises the lower-voltage “distribution lines,” which means lines from electrical substations to the homes and lower-power commercial customers. The California Independent Systems Operator (CAISO), a non-profit organized by the state of California, runs the market that allows purchases and sales of electric power on these lines.5

PG&E, meanwhile, owns the transmission and distribution lines. It tries to buy power as cheaply as possible, and then sell it at the electric “tariff rate” set by the FERC and CPUC. PG&E generates about half of the electric power its sells, from its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant and a handful of natural gas plants, and purchases the other half, most of it renewable energy from solar and wind farms, but also gas plants and electricity from out-state.

When FERC and CPUC set the tariff rate at which PG&E can sell electricity to its customers, they take into account the “rate base,” or how much regulator-approved investment PG&E has made in its electric lines. The more approved investments, the higher rate PG&E can charge. As its annual report states, the company “capitalizes” many “costs that that would otherwise be chargeable to expense if it is probable that the incurred costs will be recovered in future rates” approved by FERC and CPUC.6

FERC, which controls the long-distance and most dangerous lines, has not been skimpy about approving transmission investment. PG&E’s FERC approved transmission investments increased from about $600 million in 2010 to about $1.6 billion in 2018. Meanwhile, CPUC has also expanded distribution investment substantially. State utilities’ CPUC approved distribution investments increased from $8 billion in 2010 to almost $11 billion in 2018, with PG&E’s being the largest component.7 In other words, PG&E and other state utilities pay billions of dollars more a year for power lines than just a few years ago, and somehow their customers get less for it.8

These large and increasing investments are reflected in PG&E’s rates to final customers. While nationally electricity costs about 13 cents a kilowatt hour, California and PG&Es ratepayers pay about 20 cents, the highest in the continental US, or over 50% more than average, for power that is also more likely to fail.9
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5 For background of these divisions, see David Hirsch, Power Loss.  
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The bigger question is, where has all this investment gone if not into safe electric transmission? California’s own electricity investment report argues that much of it has gone to mandated connections to new renewable sources, which tend to be located at great distance from traditional generators and power lines. There is nothing inherently wrong with such mandates, but the costs must be acknowledged.

Often, however, regulators disapproved simple maintenance spending and then blamed PG&E for failing to do more. When PG&E suggested inspecting 300,000 poles a year to ensure safety in 2012, CPUC cut the total to 235,000. In 2011 and 2012, when PG&E spent almost $100 million more on replacing poles than allowed by CPUC, the regulator took that as a reason to deny future claims for pole replacement spending. It said “PG&E demonstrated the capacity and willingness to spend more than previously authorized…to meet service obligations,” thus they would not include extra required pole replacements in the “rate base.” These sorts of decisions created exactly the wrong incentives, penalizing PG&E for doing more than was required.

WORKABLE GRID MODELS

When both California and the United States began electricity market deregulation in 1996, they were focused on one thing: allowing competition between power generators. The basic model was that while the electric grid itself was a natural monopoly, and thus all its spending needed to be regulated, electric generation wasn’t, and thus could be competitive.

California forced old integrated utilities like PG&E to sell off half of their generating capacity, and then buy the rest of their power in an open market supervised by CAISO. CPUC and FERC, meanwhile, would still supervise every one of PG&E proposed expenditures. The disaster of the 2000 California brownouts, caused by insufficient competition in the generating market, price limits on retail sales, and the inability for utilities like PG&E to buy electricity on a “forward” market, meant reform stalled. Although California soon removed these remaining generations restrictions, and began policing for market manipulation, the electric grid itself remained under classic, early-20th century regulation.

Other countries, however, have helped make the provision of grid and transmission services a dynamic industry. Since reform in 1989, Great Britain’s national grid company is regulated on a “price cap” model. The regulator still sets a cap on what the company can charge its customers, but the cap is left in place for at least five years, and any energy or distribution efficiencies the grid company puts in place in the meantime it can keep. Thus the price can stay temporarily higher, and the utility can keep profits from more efficiency, without having to go through tedious “rate base” investment requests to regulator. In California,
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12 “Decision Authorizing Pacific Gas...” CPUC, Aug. 20, 2014. p. 197. http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M102/K361/102361873.PDF. In this case, as in the last one, CPUC claimed the extra spending merely made up for deferred maintenance that PG&E previously failed to perform, and they should not get the benefits of such deferral. PG&E argued that it had to delay earlier implementation due to other mandates from the regulator. In any case, safety seemed of at best secondary focus for both. An advocacy group recommended including up to $200 million extra capital costs for pole replacement, which PG&E did not oppose, but CPUC denied this proposal as well. Ibid, 194.

by contrast, the more efficient the utility is, the lower its “rate base” and the lower the prices the regulator allows them to charge. California’s system incentivizes inefficiency.  

Similar market and price-cap reforms in Argentina brought down power prices there by half. In Argentina they also differentiate final electricity prices by location, which is known as “nodal pricing.” Thus when congestion on transmission lines leads to insufficient power and higher prices in some areas of the country than in others, the differences in price incentivizes the grid company to construct more transmission and deliver the extra electricity.

California still needs to regulate access to the grid, and it should still require power companies to adopt clean power and reliability mandates, but it needs to do these things with the right incentives. Instead of just telling companies what to spend, customers need to tell PG&E what they actually want, and regulators need to allow PG&E to invest to meet those demands. PG&E should not be going to CPUC and FERC for any possible investment in a “mother may I” attitude. The current model leads to inefficient investments in some areas, as well as inefficient under-investments in others, such as power line maintenance.

WHO IS LIABLE AND WHY IT MATTERS

The proximate cause of PG&E’s most recent bankruptcy is an estimated $30 billion liability for wildfire damages. The fear of more liabilities, and not just fear for the public’s safety, is a motivating factor in the recent power shutoffs, or, to use PG&E’s clunky phrasing, the “de-energization” of parts of the Bay Area.

The problem is that current liability policies lead PG&E to cut-off power even when it is not necessary to prevent wildfires, and thus subjects the public to unnecessary pain and suffering.

One reason for PG&E’s “de-energization” is a California rule known as “inverse condemnation.” Under this rule, utilities are subject to strict liability for any damages caused by their wires or equipment. This means that plaintiffs in lawsuits against PG&E, unlike plaintiffs against most private companies, do not have to show that the company was negligent in maintaining its wires in order to get damage awards from them. As long as the company’s equipment was one cause of a fire, it is fully liable for all of the damages of that fire. This is true even if there were several other causes for the fire, and even if the utility did everything in its power to prevent it.

States impose inverse condemnation rules when something is beneficial to the whole public, such as transmission wires and any unavoidable costs of operating them, with the understanding that the
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16. For the past four years, California’s CPUC has operated a “congestion charge” market, but this is still incipient, and should be expanded. It’s nodal pricing is also not used to determine investment, and is not as “fine-grained” as other countries’ nodal models.


entire public, and not just one group, should help pay for any consequences of them. Yet in 2017 CPUC decided that San Diego Gas and Electric could not raise its rates to recover $379 million in inverse condemnation liabilities due to a 2007 wildfire. These wildfire liabilities would be pure losses to the company. CPUC made this decision though the inverse condemnation rules meant courts had never actually found the company at fault for the fire. Basically, instead of imposing costs on the whole public, CPUC’s decision imposed costs on every utility operating inside a fire zone.

The CPUC ruling preventing higher rates for wildfire liabilities sent shockwaves through the utility world, and meant that basically any working low-voltage electric wire was a time bomb, which could subject utilities to uncapped billions in damages, no matter what they did to prevent it.

As the Vice President of Moody’s said, “California’s application of inverse condemnation effectively turns the state’s investor-owned and publicly owned electric utilities into an insurance backstop,” which explained Moody’s downgrading of public utility debt. Another California utility, Southern California Edison, claimed that under the new risk system, they required a rate of return of 17%, or almost double what was once required, to attract the risky capital to maintain and expand transmission wires. These new rates of return will have to be passed to the ratepayers eventually, even if the direct consequences of fire are not. The costs of making utilities general insurers for the public against all fire is that the public, somehow or another, will have to pay for it.

PG&E, however, can avoid these excess liabilities and insurance risks by another route: just cutting off power, the bluntest and most painful way to deal with wildfire risks. In 2018, the year after the CPUC ruling, PG&E decided to adopt blanket blackouts. This despite the fact that fire risks did not suddenly increase in 2018, and the fact many fires since have apparently started even in areas where PG&E has cut off power, and that only about 5% of wildfires, or about 10% of acres burned, involved electric line malfunctions.

The blackouts accelerated this year, after PG&E’s bankruptcy, and the reason for this is again liability law. All new claims incurred during a bankruptcy proceeding are “senior” to previous claims, meaning they have a particular impact on previous bond and stockholders, and further delay exit from the bankruptcy itself. In other words, PG&E right now is particularly sensitive to claims and therefore it is more likely to shut down power, even if the likelihood of fire damage is small.
PG&E has made many inexplicable decisions about when and where to “de-energize,” but one explanation for their decisions comes from the division between state and federal regulation of recovery of liability costs. Although the CPUC disallowed San Diego Gas and Electric from recovering the costs of wildfire liability from ratepayers, the federal regulator, FERC, which focuses on high-voltage transmission wires, did allow recovery, through higher customer rates, of almost $100 million relating to damages caused by these transmission wires.  

The division of state and federal responsibility means that state-supervised low-voltage lines are, ironically, much more likely to cause liability for PG&E than high-voltage lines. When PG&E began power cut-offs last year, consequently, they only cut-off lines of less than 70 kilovolts. This was only 1 kilovolt above the San Diego Gas and Electric line that sparked the 2007 San Diego fire and caused billions in liabilities. Unless the company thought there was no way a higher-voltage line than San Diego’s could start a fire, this was an odd cut-off point. Yet it makes sense in that almost all the cutoff lines were subject to CPUC no-recovery rules, while the lines that kept running were likely to get ratepayer recoveries under FERC.

The 70 kilovolt cut-off proved ineffective in preventing wildfires, however, because later that year a 115 kilowatt helped spark the devastating Camp Fire. PG&E had earlier debated and decided against shutting off that particular line. The likely recovery rules are one explanation for the failure to cut-off power even in a legitimately dangerous area. Yet CPUC has now found that another low-voltage distribution line went down in the same area, which under California rules could make the company entirely subject to state liability with no possibility of recovery through rates. This failure explains PG&E billions in liability for the Camp Fire and its subsequent bankruptcy.

In 2019, PG&E began shutting down some high voltage lines as well as lower voltage ones. Yet most shutdowns continued to be on lower voltage distribution lines subject to CPUC authority and no-recovery rules. In reality, this means most small homeowners are subject to blackouts, while large businesses and industries are exempt. As one Stanford professor explained, “What PG&E is doing is blacking out the kind of low-voltage wires that deliver power to homes. But, typically, big commercial customers, like a tech headquarters … tend to be located closer to the bulk transmission system
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[and] the high-voltage lines, which are much less impacted by this outage.”

PG&E claims that they focus on low-voltage lines is because the higher-voltage lines are better maintained, and in less fire prone areas, but recent analyses of failing high-voltage transmission wires and towers casts doubt on this explanation.

PG&E’s new CEO Bill Johnson claims “we have a tremendous amount of 60 to 70 Kv transmission that you cannot really put underground,” so their recent shut-off and repair work “is really limited to distribution.” Yet the amount of PG&E’s transmission or inability to “underground” it is no explanation for why shutoffs will not affect transmission wires. The PG&E CEO’s implicit 60 KV cut-off means that PG&E is only concerned with shutting down lines subject to CPUC. Again, the inability to recover in higher rates from CPUC as opposed to FERC helps explain their decision.

The problem is that the costs of transmission and distribution are largely fixed, but the charges the regulators allows are not. In other words, most of the costs of bringing wires to an area, as well as maintaining and insuring them against liability, have nothing to do with how much power is consumed on them on any given day. This means that large commercial and industrial customers, who consume a lot of power, but use little extra distribution, give the utilities most of their profits, and few of their costs. Previous utility attempts to impose a flat “customer charge” just for hooking up to the system, which more closely match the real fixed costs, have been opposed and beaten back by regulators. Currently, utilities shed most of their projected liabilities from disconnecting scattered homes, but lose almost none of their revenue, further incentivizing them to keep power running only to large business customers. By forcing PG&E to “subsidize” small and distant homes through per-watt transmission charges, the regulators have actually encouraged PG&E to shut off power to them as well. As usual, such hidden cross-subsidies have unintended consequences.

**Competition in supplying last-mile power could alleviate these cross-subsidies, as well as other problems in transmission.** In places like New England and the United Kingdom, different companies compete to sell rate plans for both residential and commercial customers, and they lease the distribution wires from the main utility in order to do so. People can thus choose the rate plans that work best for them, including plans that allow more spending on green or clean energy, or plans offering discounts for moving electricity consumption from peak hours. These
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competitive plans involve fewer cross-subsidies to favored groups. Customers thus bear the costs and get the benefits of the most efficient use of energy.

If CPUC also allows higher prices for transmission during high-liability times, retail competition can also help internalize the costs of fire and other damages from energy use. Thus consumers would have to pay more for energy during fire-prone times, and perhaps their retailers would even negotiate to cut-off power if the danger was sufficient. In other words, retail competition would force customers to pay for all of the costs of generation and transmission.

CONCLUSION

The failures of PG&E’s electrical system are plain to see. Instead of getting cheaper and safer, like goods in most industries, PG&E’s power is more expensive, more dangerous, and more irregular than ever. Its system would be an embarrassment even in a much poorer country, let alone the richest area on Earth.

The solution is not a complete deregulation, but regulation to incentivize the best results. There are several reforms that can help get us out of our current morass.

CPUC (and FERC) should change to a “price cap” utility regulation model, with rates set for at least five years, so utilities can keep the gains of increased efficiency. Under a price cap model, utilities don’t have to go to regulators to justify every investment and have such investments added to their “rate base.” Instead, they can fund investments that improve efficiency and safety, and ignore those that don’t, even while prices to consumers stay capped in the short-term, and gradually drop over time as efficiency increase.

CPUC should allow retail competition in selling electric power to customers. Retail competition would allow customers to choose appropriate rate plans from different companies, including plans which incentivize use at low-demand times, and plans that charge more for using wires during times when liability risks are greater, and which don’t cross-subsidize small and distant homeowners.

CPUC should allow a basic customer charge on all utility hook-ups. Since most of the costs of transmission and distribution come from hooking up a home and a business, not the amount of energy used by them, this basic cost should be included in rates. This would prevent cross-subsidies from large electric consumers to low electric consumers, and the resulting shut-offs to those lower-energy users.

If we don’t switch to a price-cap regime, CPUC should allow utilities to raise rates to meet the costs of “inverse condemnation” on all power lines. This would overturn CPUC’s 2017 decision, and mean companies would not be so frightened of liability that they would shut off even working and well-maintained power lines.

Even better, California legislators should rescind “inverse condemnation” for utilities, and make them liable only for negligence in maintaining their lines. Under the current regime, utilities get charged for wildfires even if they acted perfectly. Instead, utilities should be charged only when they fail to maintain or fix lines, which again gives them the right incentives to improve them.

There is no reason California cannot have cheap, green, and regular electric power. We just need to show our electric companies how to get there. We need to force PG&E and its ilk to earn their money, instead of just rewarding them for spending it.